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Description of our cognitive AI SafetyNex:

Our cognitive AI SafetyNex aggregates all available sources of data onboard, and generates, 20 times per
second (for accident rate reduction): level of driving caution regarding the context, level of driving risk
regarding the context, reasons of risk, alerts (real time coaching like a guardian angel, or a copilot), max 
setpoint speed that garanties a good level of caution regarding the context (for piloting an ACC). 
At the end of the trip, it generates accurate and validated scoring and coaching report.

Aggregated data:
Driving behavior : vehicle speed and accelerations
Context: GNSS + digital map + electronic horizon, location and nature of every other mobiles on the road 
(information that may come from radar, lidar, computer vision, etc.), adherence, visibility (fog, rain, …), 
traffic, V2X hazard warnings, driver monitoring, etc.

Minimum Viable Product : (can run on a smartphone)
Mantatory: digital map, GNSS (full frame), accelerations. This minimum configuration covers 75% of the 
whole risk assessment = low cost entry for the function of safety coach (aftermarket or new series
vehicles) and/or predictive ACC and/or Autonomous Driving.
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Driving Behavior

Driving Context

Risk
Assessment

Level of
Risk
(= lack of caution that may lead to a possible 

emergency situation in the future if not corrected)
+ context data (reasons of risk, setpoint vehicle speed, …)

Information to driver/rider
(safety coach alerts: guardian angel/copilot)

Information to vehicle
(ACC or AV)

Correction of driving behavior
before occurrence of any
emergency situation
(in order to cancel happening
of emergency situation)

stats of risk and cautions at the end of trip + automatic coaching : scoring & coaching

During driving:
accident rate reduction

After trip report

Functional usage of our cognitive AI SafetyNex

Recorder Stats
(see after trip report)
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Partners and customers for deployment:
they integrate our cognitive AI SafetyNex

Click logos to read more

Integration for OEMs

Smartphone App for
Insurers and Driving Schools

Smartphone App for
AXA and for fleets

Dashcam Autonomous
shuttle

“We have integrated NEXYAD technology into our smartphone App BRIGHTMILE for insurers and fleets 

and our App reduces accident rate by 25-35% through its worldwide deployment in more than 50 countries.”

Dominic Saunders, CEO of BRIGHTMILE

Testimony (see nexyad.com)

Note: validation by BRIGHTMILE (commercial trademark of Drivalytix, 100% subsidiary of AXA) is the ultimate validation, on the insurer’s
database. Validation of efficiency on accident rate reduction by those who pay for accident.

https://www.here.com/company/press-releases/en/nexyad-and-here-improve-vehicle-safety-next-generation-cognitive
https://www.here.com/company/press-releases/en/nexyad-and-here-improve-vehicle-safety-next-generation-cognitive
https://www.montbleu.com/
https://www.montbleu.com/
https://global.pioneer/en/
https://global.pioneer/en/
https://millagroup.fr/
https://millagroup.fr/
https://www.brightmile.io/
https://www.brightmile.io/
https://www.brightmile.io/
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Human driver

. Aftermarket onboard telematics safety coach for insurers and fleets, B2C safe navigation, …
(smartphone App, Telematics devices, Dashcams) : at least reduction by 25% of accident rate

. Safety Coach in new series vehicles

. Predictive ACC in new series vehicles

Robot driver
. Autonomous PODs and shuttles : modulating speed in a « caution »-driven process +

triggering remote supervision when risk rises too much
. Personal Autonomous Vehicle : adapting decisions and actions in order to get a good caution 

level = adapting AV to unknown situations, proving its level of caution (caution stats, risk stats, …)

Values
Fleets & Insurers: reduction of costs for operations (reduction of accident rate by 25%), generate
precise and meaningful scores for gamification and UBI
OEMs : competitiveness (performance), and reduction of complexity of their software for ACC, and ADS,
market-enabling (insurance and legal issues), going from ACC to ADS on a simple and continuous way, 
reduction of TCO and revenue sharing with Insurers

Markets applications
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Working with NEXYAD is easy
3 solutions

1. Directly integrate our API into YOUR application (we recompile if needed on the target hardware and OS)

2. Go through our integrators, partners and customers (see slide #4)

3. Ask us to configurate our white label smartphone App with your logo, colors, … for aftermarket

Smartphone App
Telematics Device
Dashcam
Vehicle ADAS or AD Computer
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Project synopsis

NEXYAD Technical
Platform

Pre-existant huge AI software
factory with source codes and 
databases

Unique AI back-office

NEXYAD AI embedded API

NEXYAD API user licence

Embedded Application 
software

Maintenance
Upgrades
New options
Project Backups

Integrator

Final Customer

NEXYAD Assistance to
integrator

NEXYAD Consulting
(external consultants)

Software developers

Documentation

NEXYAD Cloud
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Bundles

Delivery

POC : Integration into 

a demo car on 

« R&D » architecture 

(TRL7)

Series : Integration 

into prototype car on 

final 

electronics/computers 

(TRL8)

POC : Integration into 

a smartphone or 

telematics device for 

demo (TRL8)

Series : 

configuration of our 

white label 

smartphone App 

(TRL9)

Series : integration into 

a smartphone App or 

Telematics Device  

(TRL8)

. Computer if needed (PC) with wires etc available NO available
available 

(smartphone)
NO

. User licence "studio" (single licence for PC) of SafetyNex YES YES YES available  YES

. Usage of our technical platform YES YES YES YES YES

. Consulting on how to use our AI technology available NO YES available available

. Assistance to integration (engineers) YES YES YES NO YES

. Integration documentation YES YES YES NO YES

. Map licence (patnership with HERE) YES YES YES YES YES

. Maintenance 2 years of POC YES NO YES YES available

. Maintenance 5 years of series solution available YES available available YES

. Panel licences : licence server available NO YES available YES

. Developers licences available available available NO YES

. Series licences : licence server or manufacture pack + 

auditable counting service
NO YES NO YES YES

. Private cloud into NEXYAD cloud (AZURE) available available available YES available

YES

Aftermarket devicesOEMs & Tier One companies

. Source codes samples that call our API in every 

environment (C, C++, Objective C, Java)
YES YES YES NO

See « TRL scale » for embedded systems at the end of the deck
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Technical description and explaination
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A slice of theory: principles and important points

Frank E. Bird in the 60’s has developed a theory of risk. This theory is applied by firemen, special forces, manufactures,
trading floors, … and Nexyad applies it to road safety.

1st important point
RISK is NOT a probability of accident.
Probability of accident is a part of what is called CRITICALLITY. CRITICALLITY is assessed during emergency situations where it is possible to calculate, for 
instance, a probability of trajectories interception (collision), a time to collision, an energy of probable crash, etc.
RISK is defined as « lack of caution », and then relates to a « knowledge »: if you see a bad driver, although he/she is not in an emergency
situation, you can tell « if this driver goes on driving this way, there is going be an accident, sooner or later ». You « know » it. This is explained in next pages.

2nd important point
CAUTION is a knowledge (not directly measurable like for instance « time to collision » is) which is learned during training (to get driving licence) + 
experienced on the long term. It is a long term knowledge that can be ajusted very slowly by analysing statistics on several years. This Knowledge comes from
observation by humans on the long term only, it cannot easily emerge itself from a database containing signals with and without accident 
E.g. « slightly slowing down before an intersection with a priority » is not a legal issue, you could stay at 50 km/h. But if you do so the day of the exam, you do 
not get your driving licence. Such a qualitative rule must be enhanced with more precise information (number of lanes, angles of intersection, number of 
branches in and out, curves on or before or after intersection, etc …). So ONE qualitative rule of caution may become hundreds of detailed quantitative rules
for experts in road safety. NEXYAD has extracted and gathered this detailed quantitative knowledge.

29/06/2021
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Risk, Criticallity, Hazard, in everyday life
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HAZARD, CRITICALITY, AND RISK IN ROAD SAFETY

Meanings of those words are very different and it is very important to distinguish 

them.

. HAZARD indicates presence of POTENTIAL DANGER: if behind a door there are 

toxic materials, you write "HAZARD" on the door. But if the operator who opens 

the door has the appropriate helmet, he/she can do so at no RISK.

. CRITICALITY indicates a measurable level of DANGER. During a road accident, 

CRITICALITY is measured by "time to collision", "probability of interception of 

trajectories", ...

. RISK indicates the absence of caution: if you put a glass near the edge of the 

table, you take a RISK. In this case HAZARD is the edge of the table. If the glass 

falls, at every moment you can measure CRITICALITY of the situation. If you 

have good reflexes, you can catch the glass. This is what AEB does (ADAS).

If you want to avoid breaking the glass without using reflexes, you put the glass 

away from the edge. In road safety, it's the same, and NEXYAD has developed a 

real-time embedded software tool that measures "how far we are from the edge".

Applications are: alert driver, or act automatically on the driving behavior of the 

vehicle (ACC, Autonomous Driving).
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A behavior cannot be considered as cautious or incaution (risky) in itself : it depends on the context.
. There is no inherently dangerous behavior
. There is no ingerently dangerous context
. It is when behavior is inadequate to driving context that you can tell that behavior is risky (or incautious)

Risk starts with what is called an « unsafe act » (see triangle of risk). This unsafe act usually doesnt lead to accident, and most
of the time, driver (human, or robot) is not really aware of this unsafe act because he/she/it applied this behavior many times 
before and had no accident. Indeed, most of the time, unsafe act leads to « nothing », and, in very few cases to a « near
miss ». This is very bad for learning : you do an unsafe act, and you do not have an accident, so if you « learn » on the short 
term, you learn a wrong thing. Near Miss, in road safety, is called emergency situation : once it happens, driver’s reflexes and 
/ or emergency ADAS may avoid or mitigate accident + crash & aftercrash systems will dissipate energy and call the rescue.

Accident
Scope of crash and after-crash systems

Emergency situation
scope of emergency ADAS (e.g. AEB)

Once Triggered : « ALEA JACTA EST »

This part is really in the hands of driver (human or robot). Nexyad proposes the 
SafetyNex cognitive AI for detecting and « understanding » unsafe act as soon as it
happens, even if unsafe act doesn’t lead to any emergency situation or accident.
This allows then driver to correct behavior and come back to cautious driving.

29/06/2021

Triangle of risk (Frank E. Bird theory)
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Nexyad cognitive AI architecture details for engineers:

Quantitative & detailed
knowledge of international
community of Road Safety

Knowledge of pilots risk
assessment (how they read
difficulties)

Knowledge of drivers of public 
transportation vehicles (that learn
additional safety rules for a 
special licence, and practice all 
day long)

Extraction 
of 

knowledge
(1)

Knowledge
maths 

modeling
(2)

Road Safety
Knowledge database

Possibilistic Reasonning
Engine

(3)

Context
Recognition

(4)

Other knowledges
data base

Applied Maths + 
Real Time

(everywhere)

Knowledge
database
eH (enriched)

Learning
(5) Driver model

Driving Behavior

Driving Context
Risk level
Caution level
Alerts
Causes of alerts
Setpoint speed to stay cautious, knowing
context (static and dynamic)

(1): interviews of experts during real case studies. 15 years of knowledge
acquisition and validation, 19 countries (Europe, USA, Asia), 

12 collaborative research programs
Diagnosis validation by comparison of results : applying extracted
knowledge vs in situ experts diagnosis (worldwide)

(2): Nouha Chaoued. « Représentation et traitement des connaissances 
en logique multivalente : cas d’une répartition non uniforme des degrés 
de vérité ». Université Montpellier; Université Tunis El Manar. Faculté 
des Sciences Mathématiques, Physiques et Naturelles of Tunis (Tunisie), 
2017. Français. ffNNT : 2017MONTS048

(3): Benferhat, S., Dubois, D., Prade, H.: Nonmonotonic “reasoning, 
conditional objects and possibility theory.” Artif. Intell. 92(1–2), 
259–276 (1997)

Methods applied by Nexyad

(4): formal recognition + learning

(5): deep learning, reinforcement learning, neural gas

Note: PAC learning & Game Theory are under implementation for AV 
projects where decision is not only about vehicle speed

15 years of collaborative research programs

5 years of development & validation to climb TRL scale
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Ninja car approach
Quickly detecting and understanding everything anywhere

and always + implementing accurate apropriate reflexes

Big Data approach
Finding or recording a map of black spots : 

locations where severe accident occured

Behavior recording approach
. Detecting severe brakings (and cornering, …)
. Detecting infringements (e.g. overspeeding)
comparison with Nexyad SafetyNex red alert

Other approaches for road safety during trip: a comparison with NEXYAD
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1. Would you like to be shaken by quick reflexes of the car all the time ?  Comfort is a key value for automotive.
Trend in automotive is rather proposing « zero stress » experience

2.    Sometimes acurate detection and quick reflexes are not enough (click to play video) because detection comes too late

3.   NEXYAD solution consists in anticipating as much as possible to avoid emergency situations (near misses) where ninja 
reflexes would be needed (e.g. AEB):

Normal Safe Driving -> Unsafe Act -> Near miss -> Accident

Ninja car approach

Criticallity assessed
by Emergency ADAS 
and reaction
(e.g. AEB) to avoid or 
mitigate accident

NEXYAD cognitive AI
SafetyNex for 
detection
of unsafe act

Correction of 
driving behavior
thanks to SafetyNex

Nexyad cognitive AI SafetyNex is a good complement to 
ninja reflexes brought by emergency ADAS (e.g. AEB). It 
increases safety AND comfort : avoiding emergency 
situations cancels related possible accident, and 
anticipating is more comfortable than quickly reacting

Airbags etc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nQbz_mquMI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nQbz_mquMI
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Statistics accident in OECD countries: on average
. 1 accident every 100,000 km
. 3 fatalities every billion km

At the local level it is NOT possible to consider that observed frequency (past events) is an estimation of probability (which
has a predictive potential). Issue is called in statistics « insufficient data effect »

. Most of the time, local frequency is ZERO which doesn’t mean that it is not possible to have an accident at this location
(obviously)

. Even a black spot cannot be used as a predictive information:
Case study : road N13, between Saint Germain en Laye and Paris La Défense in France

One recorded black spot in Port Marly (1 fatality in the last 5 years)
About 22,000 vehicles per day = 39 600 000 vehicles the last 5 years
. Qualitative reasonning: 39 600 000 vehicles and only 1 fatality, the location is a « safe » one !
It is the cognitive selection bias that makes us « think » that there is a danger at this location

. Observed frequency of fatality = 2,52.10-8

i.e. almost zero : will you warn a driver to tell that there is 2,52.10-8 chances to die at a location ?

Confirmation : (Gendarmerie Nationale in France) « black spots locations are not stable » (they change all the time)

Big data approach
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Comparison of :
. Nexyad risk red alert

. Severe braking
. Overspeeding (infringement recording)

Case study : Two intersections with STOP signs

Behaviour Measurement Approaches
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Article 226-19 du code pénal
Modifié par Ordonnance n°2018-1125 du 12 décembre 2018 - art. 13
« … Est puni des mêmes peines le fait, hors les cas prévus par la loi, de mettre ou de conserver en mémoire informatisée des données à caractère 
personnel concernant des infractions, des condamnations ou des mesures de sûreté… »

France : CODE PENAL

France : CNIL Compliance Package for connected vehicles

Important: infringement recording

https://www.cnil.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/cnil_pack_vehicules_connectes_gb.pdf
Nexyad worked 2 years on the compliance package with CNIL (see NEXYAD quoted page 4) and with other companies. Nexyad solution 
« SafetyNex » has the « privacy by design » characteristics

In some countries like France, infringement recording is forbidden (overspeed etc.). 
So if you think global, it is better not to do it

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/codes/article_lc/LEGIARTI000037825496
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/loda/id/LEGIARTI000037801524/2019-06-01/
https://www.cnil.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/cnil_pack_vehicules_connectes_gb.pdf
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100% Nexyad SafetyNex Risk

Harsh Braking Signal

4,5 s 4,5 s

Overspeed Signal

Driving Behavior : brutal incautious
Overspeeding before 1st STOP sign
Braking at the last minute (harsh braking)
Accelerating to speed limit
Braking at the last minute (harsh braking)

Estimators Performance

Driving Behavior 

N°1

Nexyad 

SafetyNex 

Risk

Severe 

Braking Overspeed

Number of 

Unsafe Acts 2 2 2

Number of 

Positive 2 2 1

Anticipation ? YES NO YES

Nexyad risk red alert covers all unsafe acts
Nexyad risk allows a real time coaching and can tell
the reason of the risk (STOP sign ahead).
No need to record infringement (overspeeding) 
which is a good point (RGPD compliance)

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Reasons
of alerts
are known

+ Yellow alerts
+ reasons of alerts

Vehicle speed

Helps driver for
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Driving Behavior 

N°2

Nexyad 

SafetyNex 

Risk

Severe 

Braking Overspeed

Number of 

Unsafe Acts 1 1 1

Number of 

Positive 1 1 0

Anticipation ? YES NO NO

0

20

40

60

80

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100% Nexyad SafetyNex Risk

Harsh Braking Signal

4,5 s

Overspeed Signal

Driving Behavior: sometimes brutal incautious

Driving at speed limit before 1st STOP sign
Braking at the last minute (harsh braking)
Accelerating to speed limit
Braking at the last minute (harsh braking)

Estimators Performance

Nexyad risk red alert covers all unsafe acts with anticipation
Nexyad risk allows a real time coaching and can tell
the reason of the risk (STOP sign ahead)

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Reasons
of alerts
are known

+ Yellow alerts
+ reasons of alerts

Vehicle speed

Helps driver for
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Driving Behavior 

N°3

Nexyad 

SafetyNex 

Risk

Severe 

Braking Overspeed

Number of 

Unsafe Acts 0 0 0

Number of 

Positive 0 0 0

Anticipation ? YES NO NO

0

20

40

60

80

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100% Nexyad SafetyNex Risk

Harsh Braking Signal

Overspeed Signal

Driving Behavior : smooth cautious
Driving at speed limit before 1st STOP sign
1st Braking is smooth
Accelerating to low speed
2nd braking smooth

Estimators Performance

Nexyad risk red alert doesn’t bother cautious driver

See risk shape
before 1st STOP sign
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20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Vehicle speed

Helps driver for
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Driving Behavior 

N°4

Nexyad 

SafetyNex 

Risk

Severe 

Braking Overspeed

Number of 

Unsafe Acts 2 2 2

Number of 

Positive 2 0 0

Anticipation ? YES NO NO

Driving Behavior : smooth risky (incautious)
Driving at speed limit and never braking
This is the most dangerous driving behavior

Estimators Performance

0

20

40

60

80

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100% Nexyad SafetyNex Risk

Harsh Braking Signal

4,5 s

Overspeed Signal

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

4,5 s

Nexyad risk red alert covers all unsafe acts
Nexyad risk allows a real time coaching and can tell
the reason of the risk (STOP sign ahead)
No need to record infringement (running STOP sign)
which is a very good point (RGPD compliance)

Very Dangerous !

Reasons
of alerts
are known

+ Yellow alerts
+ reasons of alerts

Vehicle speed

Helps driver for
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Global performance 

on the 4 situations

Nexyad 

SafetyNex risk 

red alert

severe 

braking
overspeeding

% of detected unsafe acts 100% 60% 20%

% of non détection 0% 40% 80%

% of false détections 0% 0% 0%

Are reasons known ?
YES : e.g. 

approaching a 

STOP sign too fast

NO, reason IS 

severe braking

NO, reason IS 

overspeeding

Can real time detection 

MODIFY behavior and 

cancel risk BEFORE it may 

lead to accident ? 

(anticipation)

YES  NO  NO

Can detect the most 

dangerous situation (no 

slowing down at all at 

STOP sign)

YES  NO  NO
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AT THE END OF A TRIP:

. Trip Data

. Validated risk profiles and scoring/driver understanding

. Automatic coaching report
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+ all those variables filtered by kind of difficulty

(curve, school zone, intersection, stop sign, …)

+ duration % of red alert for each kind of difficulty
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NEXYAD BACK OFFICE : our technical platform
Every application software from NEXYAD is produced, maintained, and upgraded with what we call our technical platform that also allows to 
replay real recorded data with original time stamps in order to reproduce any dysfunction and locate reason, to fix it, in an incremental and 
documented way. Here is an overview. This industrial technical platform makes the difference for our customers and integrators, we can assist
them efficiently.

Our own real time programs for:
. Testing
. Replay
. Debug
+
Procedures documentation of know-how
+
Methodology A.G.E.N.D.A. (published) to use machine
and deep learning on small data with better results than
on big data
+
Asynchronous real time environments (RTMaps, ROS, etc)
+
Traces of real travels (database) with current diagnosis
+ 
Automatic detection of results change from a version to 
another (upgrades of maps, nexyad softwares, other)
+
Engineers trained to use this complex environment
+ 
Alive backups of projects (2 years)
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NEXYAD COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENTATION FOR INTEGRATORS

Documentation includes source codes of programs calling our SDKs/APIs on every environment : Java, Objective C, C++
Every question from our customers that has no answer in the documentation leads to an upgrade of the documentation.

. . .

. . .

. . .

. . .
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ADDITIONAL AI MODULES OF NEXYAD

3 computer vision based AI modules:

. VisiNex: that takes an image from a camera and computes visibility parameters
allows to detect and recognize lacks of visibility: fog, snow storm, heavy rain, dust on camera, …

. RoadNex: that takes an image flow from a camera and detects drivable surface

. ObstaNex: that takes an image flow from a camera and detects pedestrians, and vehicles
Option: fusion with a LIDAR

Those 3 detection modules can be used to feed our caution assessment cognitive AI SafetyNex with
additional risk factors if needed.
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